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Introduzione A Disciplined Agile Delivery
Agile software development is still misunderstood and there isn't a clear understanding in the industry of what it means ...
Agile at 20: Where it’s been and where it is going
While you might think there are only two or three approaches to project management, industry wonks have, in fact, devised dozens of methodologies over the years. Many of these models sprang out of a ...
Core Project Management Methodologies — And How To Choose The One For You
That’s one way to describe DevOps, a philosophy of continuous development that has become ingrained in the way many technology-focused organizations work. And it could make your organization work ...
What Is DevOps, and How Can It Work for You?
There is still much work to be done to deliver on the promise of agile -- this being the 20th ... Typically, with this mistake you witness a lack of discipline, a few very fast and early successes ...
The Agile Manifesto 20 years on: agility in software delivery is still a work in progress
Predictable project-delivery dates and transparency ... Standard vernacular to define the agile world consistently. •Standardized training with certifications. •Best practices consulting. •A ...
Transformation: Moving a Large Organization to Agile Development
This article will delve into Ruby internals to explain how parameters are passed into functions. As you will see, it is not immediate to say if Ruby passes parameters by value or by reference, but ...
Implementing Agile Development in an Enterprise Environment
Some popular frameworks that medical device companies are using include Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe) and Disciplined Agile Delivery (DAD). We've used a hybrid of Waterfall and Agile scrum for ...
Agile Software Inside a Waterfall
Agile and DevOps just might be the ... It focuses on the currency of communication in software delivery, the artifacts that each discipline creates and shares with other colleagues to focus ...
Guest View: How to succeed at agile DevOps
This article conveys one agile coach’s journey coming to terms with Scaled Agile Framework™ (SAFe). Like pretty much everything I write, I’ll tell this story from my first-person perspective.
The Agile Coaches' Coach Shares Her View on SAFe
A few years ago, if you had asked a group of C-Level executives to project which software delivery trend would be more important for organizations, most would have ranked DevOps ahead of containers.
DevOps is Working its Way Through Some Growing Pains
Furthermore, as the size of the global change became very visible, large organizations started to apply large-scale Scrum, disciplined agile delivery and Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe) to ...
The End of Waterfall
The second basic skill he identifies is discipline ... Contextual knowledge, sensemaking, and agile value delivery are three skills for the hybrid workplace as identified by Shanthi Natarajan ...
Humility, harmony, and hybrid workplaces – CII Global Knowledge Summit charts skillsets in digital transformation
What is the proper role of union today…and do they help or hinder what JFK called the effective conduct of public business? We’re exploring the question in a series of interviews this week.
This experienced federal executive says tension with employee unions is a good thing
They have one small technology team of 8 or 9 people; they are a cross-functional team with end-to-end delivery capability ... one Scrum Master supports just one agile team.
Do You Need a Full Time Scrum Master for Scrum?
PRINCETON, N.J., April 20, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- In a release issued earlier today by Agile Therapeutics, Inc. (Nasdaq: AGRX), please note the headline should read "Agile Therapeutics to Report ...
CORRECTING AND REPLACING -- Agile Therapeutics
A man they call ‘the Captain’ is working to uplift some of France’s battalions of impoverished youth and to restore French values to create “the citizens of ...
‘The Captain’ challenges impoverished youth to love France
Sopheon is looking for a SDET - Quality Assurance Analyst to ensure delivery of quality software ... quality while working in a truly dynamic and agile development environment.
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